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Two dimensional particle in cell simulations of free charge creation by collisional ionization of C12
and C60 molecules immersed in plasma for the parameters of relevance to plasma gasification are
presented. Our main findings are that (i) in uniform plasmas with smooth walls two optimal values
which emerge for free electron production by collisional ionization (i.e. a most efficient discharge
condition creation) are C60 : C12 fractions of 10 : 90 and 80 : 20, (ii) in plasmas with rough walls,
modelled by comb-like electric field at the boundary, the case of tangential electric field creates
significant charge localization in C12+ and C60+ species, again creating most favorable discharge
condition for tribo-electrically generated plasma. The numerical simulation results are discussed
with reference to recent triboelectric plasma experiments and are corroborated by suitable analytical
models.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the depletion of fossil resources and the mount-
ing quantity of waste, energy generation and waste dis-
posal have become very important problems of mod-
ern society. Waste-to-energy (WTE) approaches which
aim to generate energy as heat or power from waste
can provide a balanced solution to both these problems.
One of the most promising WTE technologies is asso-
ciated with the recuperation of energy via transform-
ing non-recyclable materials through a combination of
different high temperature-involving procedures such as
waste gasification and pyrolysis. The advantages of the
above thermal techniques over the conventional WTE
techniques such as incineration and combustion include
higher recycling rates, lower toxic gas emissions, higher
energy efficiencies, lower costs, smaller carbon footprints
and reduced environmental impact [1]. Importantly, gasi-
fication converts solid waste into a highly fungible syn-
thetic gas (or syngas) very rich in hydrogen and carbon
monoxide, that can be converted into clean electricity
or other high value fuels/chemicals, including methanol,
SNG (synthetic natural gas) or pure hydrogen [2–4].
The use of plasma power has been popular within ther-
mal waste treatments for its ability to completely decom-
pose the input waste material into a tar-free synthetic gas
and an inert, environmentally stable, vitreous material
(slag) and preparing the syngas for efficient electricity
production or catalytic transformation [5]. Because of
the potential advantages, plasma technologies have been
developed for the destruction and removal of various haz-
ardous wastes, such as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)
[6], medical waste [7], metallurgical wastes, incineration
fly ash [8], and low-level radioactive wastes.
In addition to the waste gasification, plasma assisted
combustion is a very active topic of research on its own
right, which covers the topic ignition enhancement, ultra-
lean combustion, cool flames, flameless combustion, and
controllability of plasma discharge [9].
Currently, in many engineering applications plasma
have been generated by constant current or electromag-
netic field for which an external supply of electric energy
is needed. For example, in the existing plasma gasifi-
cation technologies, only additions of combustion heat
supplied by the waste feedstock or a fuel additive make
the process suited to large waste streams [10]. The main
cost of the current plasma power technologies is associ-
ated with the energy required to artificially create sig-
nificant electromagnetic or electrostatic fields to trigger
and sustain gas discharges. For example, for dry air, few
MVm−1 is required to trigger a corona discharge [11].
This is of the same order of magnitude as the maximum
power generated by the conventional high-energy parti-
cle accelerators. Such limit is due to the radio frequency
(RF) breakdown phenomenon: when such large electric
field is used in the accelerator cavities, it causes acceler-
ator to be effectively short-circuited in accordance with
the so-called Kilpatrick limit [12]. Notably, this limit is
overcome in novel accelerators which are based on plas-
mas, the so-called plasma wake field acceleration, and
which can sustain electric fields up to tens of GVm−1,
without electric short-circuiting [13, 14].
To trigger the discharge, hence creating plasma, elec-
trodes powered by direct current are typically used [15] .
Altogether, the high cost of conventional plasma genera-
tors and short working life-time of electrodes (circa 500
hours) encourages researchers to consider other sources of
plasma generation which do not need either the external
electro-magnetic field or the electrodes.
Triboelectricity, or electricity generation by mechanical
friction, can provide such an alternative source of plasma
generation. An example of triboelectric charging in na-
ture is the ash produced from the volcanic eruption that
collides with one another producing significant charging
which is discharged through lightning strikes.
Triboelectric plasma generation to ultimately replace
the expensive direct current operated plasma torches
can greatly improve efficiency of modern waste-to-energy
gasification schemes while maintaining a very low emis-
2FIG. 1: Schematic of the triboplasma gasifier apparatus
of Engineering Company Eco-Ardens.
sion signature.
In a recent laboratory experiment [16] the generation of
plasma through a triboelectric effect was reported by im-
pinging a high-speed (150-200 m/s) microjet of deionised
water on a dialectric surface. A naturally formed, stable,
unconstrained and topologically coherent triboplasma re-
gion in the form of a coherent toroidal structure was ob-
tained in atmospheric pressure conditions without any
external electromagnetic action.
An example of triboelectric plasma generation tech-
nology is the gasifier apparatus pioneered by LCC Engi-
neering. In this case, a triboplasma region is generated
by collision of ash particles (mostly carbon-based) in a
swirling hydrodynamic flow generated by two tangential
flow streams at a moderate flow speed (50 m/s) that
grazes a serrated surface of an insulated steel wall. A
schematic of the LCC Engineering apparatus is shown in
Fig.1. Here the organic fuel (e.g. chicken farm waste) is
supplied from the top of the reactor and dropped through
the triboplasma zone in the centre (above the ’induc-
tor gasifier’ on the schematic). Because of a very high
temperature in the centre of the reactor chamber, the
waste is very efficiently decomposed into useful syngas,
ash and a chemically inert slag, with virtually zero emis-
sion of toxic gases. Under the effect of particle-wall and
particle-particle collisions, spark discharges are triggered,
whose intensity grows as the tribo-electric self-charging
of gas particles increases until a self-sustained localised
tribo-plasma region emerges in the reaction zone (Fig.2).
Among several fundamental issues, which remain to be
understood before the tribolectric plasma generation can
be used in real-life gasification applications, the following
two questions stand out:
• According to the preliminary experimental re-
sults of Engineering Company Eco-Ardens, gas
samples which correspond to successful triboelec-
tric plasma generation are also rich in fullerenes
(C60). Fullerenes are nano-size, football-like, car-
FIG. 2: A rendered series of snapshots through the
viewing window of the tribo-plasma gasifier apparatus
of Engineering Company Eco-Ardens. From left to
right: an initial to a developed stage of the tribo-plasma
generation. The window location is in the centre of the
reactor above the ’inductor’.
bon molecules which have a low ionization poten-
tial in comparison with hydrocarbons and a large
surface-to-volume ratio in comparison with macro-
scopic soot particles. They are known to be read-
ily generated in carbon plasmas through a non-
equilibrium growth process that involves dehydro-
genation of hydrocarbons, nucleation of large car-
bon cages and carbon cage evaporation to produce
the small highly symmetry fullerenes such as C60
or C70. The particular question addressed in this
work - what is effect of fullerenes on triboelectric
charging of a gas mixture that includes both C60
and the standard carbon (C12) molecules?
• The triboelectric charge generation is dependent
not only on the particulates present but also on the
gas particle collisions with the uneven surfaces of
the insulated conducting walls. How do the particle
interactions with the wall can lead to an intensifi-
cation of the triboelectric plasma effect?
To address the above questions, we use the state-of-the
art EPOCH, fully kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) code for
solving kinetic plasma equations with a self-consistent
field formulation [17]. To keep the particle in plasma
simulations computationally feasible, a two-dimensional
model of initially neutral carbon particles, C12 and C60,
which are immersed into a fully ionized hydrogen plasma,
is considered. In this model, the computational domain
is covered by a Eulerian computational grid where the
electromagnetic field equations are solved with capturing
the characteristic Debye length. Clusters of neutral and
charged carbon species as well as the free electrons are
represented by Lagrangian particles which collide with
including all relevant collision effects. The collision re-
sults in a new charge generation which is analysed for
different concentrations of C60 and different boundary
conditions to simulate the effect in the LCC Engineering
experiment.
By analyzing the collisional ionization process it is
shown that the rate of the new charge production from
collisional ionization between carbon particles becomes
greatly amplified once the concentration of fullerenes
added to the gas exceeds a certain threshold value (circa
310% by number per volume fraction). Additional sim-
ulations reveal that the introduction of a non-periodic
boundary condition imitating a serrated conducting wall
of the experiment leads to a non-uniform concentration
of the carbon particles and enhances the collision process
thereby further enabling the increase of electric charge
generation in the volume.
II. THE MODEL AND RESULTS
A. Methods
Two key phenomena which affect the triboelectric
plasma generation are particle collisions and ionization.
Hence, below we briefly discuss how these effects are im-
plemented in the Particle-In-Cell EPOCH model [17].
It can be noted that many PIC models neglect par-
ticle collisions over very short (less than grid scale)
ranges. At temperatures (& 1 keV) and number densities
(. 1027m−3) collisional effects in plasmas are generally
considered negligible. This implies that the mean time
between collisions is comparable to the time scales of in-
terest, and the collisionless approximation used in PIC
codes is valid. However, at lower temperatures and/or
higher densities the effect of sub-grid scale interactions
on the evolution of the system can become non-negligible.
The maximum temperature in plasma gasifiers can
reach a few 104 K (recall that 1 keV corresponds to
1.16 × 107 K), i.e. of the order if 1 eV. Typical plasma
gasifier density is not readily available, but according to
NRL Plasma Formulary, high pressure arcs have number
densities of 1022−24 m−3. Hence, collisional effects for
gasifier setting are important.
A binary collision algorithm, based on the approach of
Sentoku and Kemp has been implemented in EPOCH.
To simplify momentum conservation treatment, colli-
sions are calculated in the centre-of-momentum refer-
ence frame of the two particles. Lorentz transformations
are included in order to evaluate the particles’ momenta
in the centre-of-momentum frame. This ensures that in
EPOCH collision algorithm is fully relativistic. EPOCH
includes a number of different ionization models. These
account for the different modes by which electrons ion-
ize in both the external field (e.g. of an intense laser)
and through collisions. To switch on collisions and col-
lisional ionization in EPOCH an input file is used (in-
put.deck). Four species included in the simulation are
electrons, protons, C12, and C60. C12 has two possible
ionization energies, 11.26 eV and 24.38 eV. The particles
are immersed into a fully ionized plasma at temperature
T=105 K where the number density of electrons and pro-
tons is set to n = 1015 m−3.
End simulation time in most runs where there is no
electric field forcing applied at the boundary is set to
tend = 11000/ωpe (Fig. 3-7). In the case of driving elec-
tric field at the boundary (Fig. 9-11) to simulate the wall
effect, the end time is longer, tend = 20000/ωpe to make
sure that the solution reaches a more-or-less statistically
converged state at least for some of the considered forcing
regimes.
First, the simulations are performed in a homogenous
domain, without accounting for the effect of the uneven
wall of the gasifier. The boundary conditions are pe-
riodic in the x-direction for both the Electro-Magnetic
(EM) fields and the particles and (ii) conducting in the
y-direction for the fields and reflecting for the particles.
Different grid cell and particle density resolutions, as well
as the domain sizes, are considered (Fig. 3). Simulation
results shown in figs. 4-8 correspond to the grid resolu-
tion of 288× 72 with each cell being 2 Debye length, i.e.
∆ = 2λD, with λD = Vth,e/ωpe. The concentration of
C12 and C60 species is varied so that total density stays
the same. For example, C60 : C12 fraction of 99 : 1
means that nC60 = n× 99/100 while nC12 = n× 1/100,
with n being n = 1015 m−3 number density for both
electrons and protons. Similarly, C60 : C12 fraction of
25 : 75 means that nC60 = n × 25/100 while nC12 =
n× 75/100, and so on.
Secondly, the case of driving the electric field on the
bottom wall boundary is considered. Periodic boundary
conditions in the x- and y- directions for both the EM
fields and the particles are imposed. The latter choice is
to make sure that driving of the periodic boundary con-
dition to a prescribed forcing field is fully consistent with
the governing discretisation of Maxwell’s equations. Re-
sults of these simulations are shown in figs. 9-11 which
have grid resolution of 144 × 36, with each cell being
∆ = 4λD. The increased cell size is in order to have the
same size of the computational domain in most simula-
tion cases, with or without the electric field forcing.
B. Homogeneous particle interaction problem
Before presenting main results, it is important to make
sure that the simulation results are not very sensitive
with respect to the numerical parameters of the EPOCH
model. This means that by altering (i) the computational
domain size, (ii) the grid density, and (iii) the number of
particles per cell (PPC) the obtained solutions remain
reasonably unchanged.
We define the following quantity that is a physical mea-
sure of free charge creation by collisional ionization
R(ne(t)) =
∫ Lx
0
∫ Ly
0
(ne(x, y, t)− ne(x, y, 0))dxdy√
LxLy ×
∫ Lx
0
∫ Ly
0
ne(x, y, 0)dxdy
, (1)
where ne(x, y, t) is number density of electrons, Lx and
Ly are grid lengths in x- and y- directions.
It can be noted that because of the normalisation by
the initial (at t = 0) number density of electrons, effec-
tively, R(ne(t)) gives percentage of electrons scaled by
a scaling factor of 1/
√
LxLy to compare solutions ob-
tained for different ensemble sizes corresponding to differ-
ent numbers of identical computational cells. The scaling
4FIG. 3: Top, mid and bottom panels show time
evolution of R(ne(t)) according to Eq.(1). The aim of
this figure is to explore convergence of the numerical
results as (i) domain size in top panel, (ii) grid
resolution in mid panel and (iii) PPC in bottom panel
are varied, accordingly.
factor comes from considering the collision of particles in
cells as a random process in terms of the interaction be-
tween different cells of the computational domain similar
to the classical diffusion as discussed in the end of this
sub-section.
For the numerical parameter sensitivity study, the
case of C60 : C12 fraction of 50 : 50 is selected.
For the numerical integration in Eq.(1) an Interac-
tive Data Language’s (IDL’s) built-in function is used
(INT TABULATED). This function integrates a tab-
ulated set of data {Xi, Fi} on the closed interval
[MIN(X),MAX(X)], using a five-point Newton-Cotes in-
tegration formula. The implementation is based on intro-
ducing of an auxiliary array in EPOCH which contains
y-array with x-values integrated out. This is followed
by integration of the y-dependence in order to obtain a
single value of R(ne(t)) at a given solution time t.
The top, mid and bottom panels of Fig. 3 examine sen-
sitivity of the numerical solution when gradually chang-
ing (i) the domain size, (ii) the grid resolution, and (iii)
the PPC number. In the top panel of the figure, the
grid unit is ∆ = 4λD and grid size is increasing by an
appropriate factor e.g. 384 × 96 for solid line. In the
mid panel, the domain size remains the same, for exam-
ple, our standard grid resolution 288 × 72 has ∆ = 2λD
while 432 × 108 has ∆ = (3/4)λD, and commensurately
576× 144 has ∆ = 1λD.
The bottom panel corresponds to the grid resolution
of 144 × 36 with ∆ = 4λD and varied PPC. This lower
spatial resolution enabled us to access large PPC val-
ues while keeping the simulation cost feasible. It can
also be noted that in Fig. 3 not all lines go up to the
final dimensionless simulation time, this is because all
numerical runs have been limited by 10 day (240 hour)
wall-time. Typical numerical run utilized circa 144 pro-
cessing cores connected with Infiniband Interconnect. In
solutions presented on the mid and bottom panels in Fig.
3 the factor of 1/
√
LxLy from Eq.(1) correspond to dif-
ferent grid densities and varied numbers of particles per
cell are. The solutions for four highest grid densities from
the 288× 72 resolution and for all PPC numbers are in a
good agreement with one another. The top fig. 3 shows
that solutions for different domain sizes are in a reason-
able agreement with the theoretical scaling depending on
the statistical ensemble size.
All-in-all this confirms that the suggested simulation
results are reasonably non-sensitive to the numerical pa-
rameters of the EPOCH model for the parameter range of
interest. In all cases, the free charge created by collisional
ionization as a function of time has the same functional
behaviour which can be explained by a simple analytical
linear model as discussed in the end of this sub-section.
In Fig. 4 we explore the effect of different C60 : C12
fractions on free electron production. The fractions are
as follows: 0 : 100, 1 : 99, 10 : 90, 25 : 75, 50 : 50, 75 : 25,
99 : 1. Top panel shows time evolution of R(ne(t)) for
these different fractions. One important aspect immedi-
ately seen in this panel is that the absence of C60 yields
5FIG. 4: Top panel shows time evolution of R(ne(t)),
according to Eq.(1), for the different fractions: thin
solid line is for C60 : C12 fraction 0 : 100, dotted line
for C60 : C12 fraction 1 : 99, and so on, see panel inset
for details, until thick solid line corresponding to
C60 : C12 fraction down to 99 : 1. Bottom panel shows
R(ne(t = tEND)), i.e. R(ne(t) at the final simulation
time with solid line with open circles,
R(ne(t = 0.75tEND)) dashed line with open diamonds,
R(ne(t = 0.5tEND)) dash-dotted line with open
triangles.
smallest possible free electron production by collisional
ionization. Even adding 1% of C60 markedly changes the
situation. Bottom panel shows R(ne(t = tEND)) solid
line with open circles, R(ne(t = 0.75tEND)) dashed line
with open diamonds, R(ne(t = 0.5tEND)) dash-dotted
line with open triangles.
From the above results, a local optimum for free elec-
tron production by collisional ionization (i.e. a most effi-
cient discharge condition) occurs for C60 : C12 fraction
FIG. 5: In the top panel we plot NC12(1)(t), according
to Eq.(2), for different C60 : C12 fractions – see panel
inset for details. In the bottom panel we plot
NC12(1)(t = tEND) solid line with open circles,
NC12(1)(t = 0.75tEND) dashed line with open
diamonds, NC12(1)(t = 0.5tEND) dash-dotted line with
open triangles.
of 10 : 90. There is a second optimum in the flat part of
the distribution which corresponds to C60 : C12 fraction
of about 80 : 20. The bottom panel shows that the two
optima are fairly persistent in the data once the simula-
tion time becomes greater than t = 0.5tEND.
Interestingly, the optimum corresponding to 10% of
C60 is in a broad agreement with the preliminary exper-
imental results of the Engineering Company Eco-Ardens
who explored the efficiency of tribo-electric plasma gener-
ation in their gasifier for relatively small (less than 50%)
fractions of C60 in the gas mixture.
Fig. 5 shows the effect of different C60 : C12 fractions
on C12+ (singly ionized C12) production by collisional
6ionization. In contrast to free electrons which are always
present because of the background plasma field, there are
no C12+ at t = 0.
Hence, instead of a definition similar to Eq.(1) we
quantify the C12+ production using
NC12(1)(t) =
∫ Lx
0
∫ Ly
0
nC12(1)(x, y, t)dxdy√
LxLy
, (2)
where nC12(1)(x, y, t) is number density of C12+.
The top panel of Fig. 5, shows NC12(1)(t) for different
C60 : C12 fractions. This quantity increases approxi-
mately linearly in time and different C60 : C12 fractions
have different growth rates. The difference of growth
rates can be more readily seen in the bottom panel of
Fig. 5 where we plot NC12(1)(t = tEND) solid line with
open circles, NC12(1)(t = 0.75tEND) dashed line with
open diamonds, NC12(1)(t = 0.5tEND) dash-dotted line
with open triangles.
Similar to the free charge distribution (comp. with
Fig. 4), there are the same two optima corresponding to
C60 : C12 fractions of 10 : 90 and 80 : 20. However, the
first maximum (C60 : C12 of 10 : 90) is rather flat while
the second peak is more prominent. The bottom fig. 4
shows that the broad and the sharp maxima are notable
in the distribution for all solution times.
It should be noted that the values attained by NC12(1)
are much smaller than the number density of electrons in
the plasma ne as well as the number of free electrons gen-
erated by collisions. For example, by making the follow-
ing substitution nC12(1)(x, y, t) → ne(x, y, t) in Eq.(1)
for C60 : C12 fraction of 10 : 90 and taking t = tEND, it
follows that Nne(t = tEND) = 1.98×1014 which gives the
number of generated free electrons. By comparison with
the maximum value of NC12 (shown in the top panel of
fig. 5), the number of free electrons generated by colli-
sions is three orders of magnitude larger.
Fig. 6 demonstrates the effect of different C60 : C12
fractions on C12++ (doubly ionized C12) production by
collisional ionization. NC12(2)(t) is defined as by Eq.(2)
but simply replacing nC12(1)(x, y, t) by nC12(2)(x, y, t)
with the latter being number density of C12++. Two
observations follow from top panel Fig. 6: (i) there is
no longer monotonous increase of C12++ production by
collisional ionization. Instead, the process proceeds in
jumps. For example, for the case of C60 : C12 fraction
of 10 : 90, represented by a dashed line, there are two
jumps at tωpe = 4500 and 6500. (ii) the obtained number
densities of C12++ are further three order of magnitude
smaller in comparison with the singly ionized C12 case,
e.g. NC12(2)(t = tEND) = 2 × 108 for most cases. (iii)
there are three peaks in the number density distribution
of C12++ as a function of the C60 : C12 fraction. In ad-
dition to C60 : C12 fraction of 10 : 90, two new maxima
include C60 : C12 fraction of 50 : 50 and another peak
at high fullerene concentrations tending to 100 : 0.
Fig. 7 shows the effect of different C60 : C12 frac-
tions on C60+ (singly ionized C60, i.e. fullerene) pro-
duction by collisional ionization. Broadly speaking, the
FIG. 6: Time evolution of NC12(2)(t), defined by
Eq.(2), as in Fig.5, but replacing nC12(1)(x, y, t) now
with nC12(2)(x, y, t), the latter being number density of
C12++. Here, as in Fig.5, we study of the effect of
different C60 : C12 fractions on C12++ (doubly ionized
C12) production by collisional ionization – see panel
insets for details.
behaviour of C60+ is similar to that on of C12+ shown
in Fig. 5, except for: (i) the number density values of
C60+ is about 30% larger in comparison with that of
C12+ and (ii) the peak at C60 : C12 fraction of 10 : 90
is more clearly pronounced and the broad peak at high
fractions of C60 : C12 moves to 100 : 0.
To conclude this section, an analytical ionization
model is considered where the C12 and C60 species are
lumped together as the two-species (ionised and non-
ionised) of a particle gas immersed in plasma. Following
ref.[18], by introducing constant ionization and recom-
bination parameters α = const > 0 and β = const > 0,
assuming that the number of electrons per unit volume is
7FIG. 7: As in Fig. 5, but now investigating the effect
of different C60 : C12 fractions on C60+ (singly ionized
C60, i.e. fullerene) production by collisional ionization.
approximately constant, ne = const > 0 (i.e. the change
of the electron number density due to ionization is much
smaller in comparison with the original electron number
density in plasma, ne(t)/ne(0) ≈ 1), and denoting the
numbers of ionized and non-ionized particles by n1 and
n2, respectively, so that n1 +n2 = n0 = const > 0, where
n0 is the total number of particles per unit volume that is
fixed constant, the evolutionary equation for the ionized
particles is given by:
∂n1
∂t
= αnen2 − βnen1. (3)
Equation (3) is solved in a periodic spatial domain 0 ≤
x ≤ Lx, and 0 ≤ y ≤ Ly with the initial condition:
n1(x, y, 0) = 0 and under the constraint that n1 + n2 =
n0.
From integration of Eq.(3) over the control volume V =
∫ Lx
0
∫ Ly
0
dxdy one obtains:
d〈n1〉
dt
= αNe〈n2〉 − βNe〈n1〉, (4)
where 〈f〉 = ∫ Lx
0
∫ Ly
0
fdxdy. The constraint after aver-
aging yields 〈n2〉 = 〈n0〉−〈n1〉, which is then substituted
into Eq. (4) to obtain
d〈n1〉
dt
= αNe〈n0〉 − (β + α)Ne〈n1〉, (5)
where Ne is the electron number in the considered con-
trol volume V assuming that the non-linear process in the
bigger volume leads to an appropriate renormalisation of
the coefficients α and β. By introducing new notations
〈ni〉 = 〈n1〉/〈n0〉, a = (α + β)Ne and b = α/(α + β)
Eq.(5) simplifies to
d〈ni〉
dt
= −a(〈ni〉 − b). (6)
Using the initial condition, the solution for the averaged
particle number in the control volume V is
〈ni〉(t) = b (1− exp(−at)) . (7)
The above analytical solution can be compared with
predictions of the relative change in electron num-
ber density computed using EPOCH code, R(ne) =
(〈ne(t)〉 − 〈ne(0)〉) /〈ne(0)〉, which essentially coincides
with our definition for R(ne) from Eq.(1). First of all,
note that the number of ionized particles scales with the
number of new electrons generated such that
〈ni〉 = C (〈ne(t)〉 − 〈ne(0)〉) /〈ne(0)〉, (8)
where C = const > 0. Hence, ln(〈ni〉) = ln(R(ne)) +
ln(C) and, using Eq.(7)
d ln(R(ne))
dt
=
d ln(〈ni〉)
dt
=
a
1− exp(−at) . (9)
For initial times at 1, Eq.(9) can be further simpli-
fied using the Taylor expansion that leads to the asymp-
totic solution as follows
d ln(R(ne))
dt
' 1
t
. (10)
Fig. 8 shows comparison of the EPOCH solution with
the analytical solution Eq. (9) and the asymptotic solu-
tion Eq. (10). In the case of the analytical model Eq.
(9), the value of parameter a has been adjusted to obtain
the best fit with the EPOCH solution.
It can be noted that, despite some noise present in the
EPOCH data due to the numerical differentiation, the
analytical solutions based on Eqs.(9) and especially (10)
are in a good agreement with the numerical solution.
By recalling the need to explain the scale-factor of
1/
√
LxLy from Eq.(1) mentioned when we discussing top
8FIG. 8: Solution of the homogeneous particle ionization
problem: comparison of the EPOCH solution (solid line
with dots) with the analytical solutions, where solid line
shows asymptotic solution according to Eq.(10) and
dashed line is analytical solution, according to Eq.(9),
in which the value of parameter a has been adjusted to
obtain the best fit with the EPOCH solution.
panel Fig. 3, we next explore the effect of the periodic
boundary condition for comparison of the simulation re-
sults in different domain sizes.
Let us consider the solution of Eq. (5) in a large
domain, V N,M =
∫ N×L
0
∫M×H
0
dxdy, where N,M > 1
are the total number of grid cells and the x- and the
y- direction, respectively. The control volume V , con-
sidered in the previous analysis can be treated as sub-
set of the large domain. The goal is to compare the
particle number density solution, Eq. (7), obtained in
the domain V and the same averaged over the larger
domain V N,M . To proceed, the large domain is bro-
ken down in several over non-overlapping sub-volumes
V k,l =
∫ (k+1)×L
k×L
∫ (l+1)×H
l×H dxdy, where 1 < k < N and
1 < l < M . Each of these sub-volumes V k,l is equal to V
but, in comparison with the single volume case, the parti-
cle collision processes in separate sub-volumes are largely
uncorrelated with one another. The particle numbers av-
eraged over each sub-volume V k,l satisfy to Eq(6). Each
of these quantities can be treated as random variables,
whose evolutionary equations can be treated by analogy
with the Langevin diffusion
dni
dt
= −ani + {R}, (11)
where {R} = ab is the generation term that can be inter-
preted as a random force and brackets of the volume av-
eraging in the particle number variable are omitted. Here
a = (α + β)Ne, where Ne is the electron number corre-
sponding to the large domain ensemble. In accordance
with the well-known solution of the Langevin equation
[19], the variance of the ensemble averaged number of
the particles grows as
〈n2i 〉(t) =
[〈n2i 〉(0)−Amp(R)2/(2a)] exp(−2at)
+Amp(R)2/(2a), (12)
where Amp(R) = ab. Hence,
(〈ni(t)〉 − 〈ni(0)〉) '
√
〈(n2i (t)〉 =
√
[〈n2i 〉(0)− ab2/2] exp(−2at) + ab2/2. (13)
At equilibrium, (〈ni(t)〉 − 〈ni(0)〉) =√
a/2b =
√
Ne/2
α
(α+β) and the quantity
(〈ni(t)〉 − 〈ni(0)〉) /
√
Ne =
√
α
2(α+β) should be in-
dependent of the size of the considered system, ' NM .
Using Eq.(8) this leads to the following scaling of the
simulation results for different size periodic domains:
R(ne)/
√
Ne = const (14)
The top panel Fig. 3 shows the simulation results for
different domain sizes. It can be noted that the revealed
dependency of the ionized particle solution on the do-
main size is similar to the so-called ”shot noise” effect
reported in the start-up laser problems [20]. Because (i)
Ne ∝ NM ∝ LxLy and (ii) all lines for the different do-
main sizes in top panel of Fig. 3 are tolerably close to
each other, hence scale-factor of 1/
√
LxLy from Eq.(1)
is justified based on our Langevin equation solution.
C. Particle interaction with including the
non-homogenous wall condition
The EPOCH results describing how surface roughness
affects free charge generation by collisional ionization
are presented next. Instead of including actual mate-
rial rough walls in the simulation, computationally, it is
much easier to impose periodic electric field on the do-
main boundary. Indeed, rough surfaces alter electric field
in the vicinity of the solid boundaries and the imposition
of a non-uniform electric field boundary condition along
with the periodic condition on particles is equivalent to
considering a small internal volume of the particle do-
main at some distance away from the material walls. It
can be reminded that enforcing of the periodic condition
is important for consistency with the Maxwell’s equa-
tions.
In EPOCH code, the boundary condition on the elec-
tric and magnetic field dynamics is implemented via a
subroutine called fields.f90, see for details ref.[17]. The
following target electric fields at y = ymin = 1 are con-
sidered (x is tangential to the wall boundary and y is the
normal direction):
(i) Ey(x, t) = f(x, t) and (ii) Ex(x, t) = f(x, t), where
f(x, t) = E0 ×
(
exp(−(x− 0.2xmax)6/(xmax/15)6)+
9exp(−(x− 0.4xmax)6/(xmax/15)6)+
exp(−(x− 0.6xmax)6/(xmax/15)6)+
exp(−(x− 0.8xmax)6/(xmax/15)6)
)
× [1.0− exp (−t/(10/ωpe))] , (15)
and where E0 = 10
7 Vm−1.
The boundary condition at y = ymin = 1 is driven
to the target field Eq(15) so that in about tωpe =
10 a steady state electric field with an amplitude of
E0 is reached. Such driving essentially imposes a
comb-like electric field with four spikes at locations of
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 fraction of the computational domain size
in the x-direction.
Fig. 9 shows simulation results for the case of electric
field component normal to the boundary. The top pan-
els demonstrate electric field x- and y- components, and
bottom panels show number densities of C12+ (singly
ionized C12) and C60+ (singly ionized C60) at final sim-
ulation time tωpe = 20000. The length scale units are
based on the plasma frequency and the light speed.
In the top panels of Fig. 9, the electric field gradients
are very localised and moderately penetrate in the do-
main interior. The ’hot spots’ which emerge in the two
bottom panels of Fig. 9 represent charged ions of the
relevant species. These species are relatively rare and
more-or-less scattered over the whole domain.
Fig. 10 shows simulation results for the case of tan-
gential to x-direction electric field. The top panels show
electric field x- and y- components, and bottom panels
should number densities of C12+ and C60+ at final sim-
ulation time tωpe = 20000. Two important observations
from Fig. 10 include: (i) Ex now protrudes into the sim-
ulation domain much deeper than in the case of normal
electric field driving and the ’flames’ of the electric field
gradient are much wider; (ii) the ’hot spots’ of C12+
and C60+ are clustered in the middle of the simulation
domain at y = ymax/2.
Fig. 11 compares the time evolution of the previously
defined relative integral charge, R(ne) that was generated
in the case of the normal and the tangential electric field
boundary condition. Solid line is for the case of nor-
mal and dashed for the case of tangential electric field
driving. For the normal electric field case, the generated
free charge, R(ne) shows an approximately linear behav-
ior without a sign of saturation. The suggests that the
end simulation time has not been long enough to reach
a quasi-steady state in this case. However, in the case
of the tangential electric field, the accumulated charge
curve shows a sign of exponential stagnation towards a
saturated state in accordance with the linear collision
model discussed in the previous section.
Importantly, the charge localisation effect triggered by
the tangential electric field boundary condition means
that additional carbon particles, which could be intro-
duced in the ’reaction zone’ in the centre of the compu-
tational domain, would further enhance collisional dis-
charges and lead to a denser tribo-electrically created
plasma. Indeed, the charge localisation effect is the tri-
bolectric plasma generation scenario as suggested by the
Engineering Company Eco-Ardens experimental results
(comp. with Fig.2). In these experiments, the additional
carbon particles were brought in the tribo-plasma reac-
tion zone by pyrolysis products. In comparison with the
tangential electric field boundary condition, the normal
electric field has no significant effect on the localisation
of particle charging. Hence, at least for the simulation
run times attempted in this study, this other regime is
not of interest from the point of view of tribo-electric
plasma generation. The rest of the section describes an
analytical model for the stationary localised distribution
of free charge accumulation in the case of the tangential
electric field boundary condition.
Let us consider a two dimensional domain with peri-
odic boundary conditions in the x- and y-direction. In
comparison with the model considered in the previous
section, in the present case the boundary problem is not
homogeneous: the top and the bottom boundaries in the
y-direction correspond to conducting walls. On the walls,
a periodic variation of the tangential electric field com-
ponent is imposed, Ex = Ex(x). In accordance with
the EPOCH solution (Fig. 10), the electric field pene-
trates inside the domain and its effect decays away from
the wall. To proceed with the analytical solution, let
us model the effect of the non-homogeneous electric field
on the ionized particle distribution by adding a diffusion
term to the linear particle collision model equation (3).
At equilibrium ∂n1/∂t = 0 and the equation for the par-
ticle number per unit volume becomes
αnen2 − βnen1 +D∂
2n1
∂y2
= 0, (16)
where D = const > 0. Let us discretise the solution do-
main into several non-overlapping bins in the y-direction
where the coordinates of each bin are 0 ≤ x ≤ Lx, h ≤
y ≤ h + δh, 0 < h < Ly. By integrating Eq.(16) over
each bin volume, one obtains
αNe〈n2〉 − βNe〈n1〉+ 〈D∂
2n1
∂y2
〉 = 0, (17)
where the brackets mean averaging over the bin volume.
After a re-arrangement, using n1 + n2 = n0 and 〈ni〉 =
〈n1〉/〈n0〉, a = (α + β)Ne and b = α/(α + β), Eq(17)
reduces to
〈Dd
2ni
dy2
〉 = a (〈ni〉 − b) . (18)
By introducing some effective average diffusion coefficient
D¯, the last equation can be integrated to obtain
〈ni〉 = b+A exp
(√
a
D¯
y
)
, (19)
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FIG. 9: Top panels (a) and (b) show electric field x- and y- components, respectively, while bottom panels (c) and
(d) should number densities of C12+ and C60+ at final simulation time tωpe = 20000, respectively. The data is for
driving the electric field component normal to the boundary.
FIG. 10: The same as in Fig.9 but for the case of the electric field tangential to the wall boundary
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FIG. 11: R(ne) for the normal and tangential electric
field driving cases. Solid line is for the case of normal
and dashed for the case of tangential electric field
driving.
where A = const is an amplitude parameter to be deter-
mined, e.g. from the boundary condition.
At small distances from the bottom wall,
√
a
D¯
y  1,
Eq. (19) reduces to integrated to obtain
〈ni〉 = C + Ey, (20)
where C = b = const and E = A(1 +
√
a
D¯
) = const.
To close the model, the slope parameter E in Eq.(20)
can be related to the tangential electric field using the
particle continuity and the electrostatic force equations
as follows. Let us consider the continuity equation for
the number of ionized particles in a unit volume at equi-
librium:
∂ (uxni)
∂x
+
∂ (uyni)
∂y
= 0. (21)
Here ux and uy are effective x- and y- velocity compo-
nents. The particle velocities are driven by the non-
homogeneous electric field. By integrating Eq. (21) over
the considered control volume close to the wall, to the
first order, one obtains
d〈ni〉
dy
≈ −〈ni〉y=0〈∂ (ux)
∂x
〉/U. (22)
Eq.(22) can be reduced to the form of Eq.(20), where
brackets correspond to the volume averaging and E =
−〈ni〉y=0〈∂(ux)∂x 〉/U , which can be treated as constant to
the first approximation. Let us further approximate the
particle velocity corresponding to their drift away from
the wall by a constant value, uy = U > 0 and take into
account that the average number of particles does not
depend on the x-coordinate. To evaluate 〈∂(ux)∂x 〉 that
appears as the slope, E, one can recall that the accelera-
tion exerted on a charged particle due to the electric field
is given by
ax(x, y) = qEx(x, y)/m (23)
where q is the particle charge and m is its mass, and
using the standard kinematic relationships,
ux =
∫ t
0
ax(x, y)dt =
∫ x
0
ax(x, y)
u
dx and u
∂u
∂x
= ax(x),
(24)
the integration over [0, x], after some re-arrangement,
leads to
ux(x, y) =
√∫ x
0
ax(x, y)dx+ u2x(0, y). (25)
Hence,
〈dux
dx
〉 = 1
2
〈 ax(x, y)− ax(0, y)√∫ x
0
ax(x, y)dx+ u2(0, y)
〉, (26)
or
〈dux
dx
〉 = q
2m
〈 ∆Ex√∫ x
0
(q/m)Ex(x, y)dx+ u2(0, y)
〉, (27)
where ∆Ex = Ex(x, y)− Ex(0, y).
The analytical model (20) can be compared with the
output of the EPOCH simulations which were provided in
the form of the bin-averaged electron number normalised
by the peak value 〈ne〉(y)/〈ne〉max as a function of the
y-coordinate. It can be first noted that 〈ne〉〈ne〉max = 1 +
(〈ne〉−〈ne〉max)
〈ne〉max and
(〈ne〉−〈ne〉max)
〈ne〉max  1 in accordance.
Hence, ln (〈ne〉(y)/〈ne〉max) ∝ (〈ne〉−〈ne〉max)〈ne〉max ∝ 〈ni〉.
The latter quantity is compared with Eq.(20) in Fig. 12,
where the two parameters of the linear model, C and E
were selected from the best fit to the EPOCH data. The
good agreement between the fully kinetic plasma solu-
tion and the analytical model suggests that the assump-
tions used in the model are reasonable for the triboelec-
tric plasma generation regime of interest.
III. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we present PIC simulations of free charge
creation by collisional ionization of C12 and C60 parti-
cles in plasma for the parameters of relevance to plasma
gasification. For plasma simulations a fully collisional
EPOCH model is used and the obtained solutions are rea-
sonably non-sensitive to the numerical parameters such
as the grid resolution, the domain size and the PPC num-
ber. There are two regimes considered: with and without
excitation of the non-uniform electric field on the bound-
ary. Our main findings are as follows:
(i) In uniform plasmas with smooth walls there appear
to be two optimal values of C60 : C12 fraction for free
electron production by collisional ionization (i.e. a most
efficient discharge condition creation): one is 10 : 90 and
the other is 80 : 20. The first value is in agreement
with the experimental results of LCC Engineering who
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FIG. 12: Inhomogeneous particle ionization problem:
comparison of the EPOCH solution (solid line with
dots) with the y-profile of the electron number density
in the linear model, according to Eq.(20).
performed gasification tests with relatively low fullerene
concentrations.
(ii) In plasmas with rough walls, modelled by comb-
like electric field distribution at the boundary, the case
of tangential electric field creates a significant charge lo-
calization in C12+ and C60+ species. This leads to
the most favorable discharge condition creation for tribo-
electrically generated plasma.
(iii) Linear analytical models are presented for mod-
elling the particle collision process. Predictions of the
models are in an encouraging agreement with the numer-
ical simulation results.
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